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T!ECHNICAL NOTE NO. 1396 
.I 

HIGH-SRRRD TESTS OF AN AIR??OIL SECTION CAMBEKED TO 

HAVE CRITICALMACZ3NOMR?3RSHIGHERTEANTEOSE 

High-speed wind-tunnel testa have been made to determine the 
aerodynamic characteristics of an NACA 6-series airfoil section 
especially cambered to have critical Mach numbers higher than those 
for an airfoil having the scme design lift coefficient with a 
uniform-load type of moan camber line. Section coefficients of 
lift, drag, and pitching moment for the airfoil, designated as a 
modified NACA 66(10g)-210 section with a modified mean camber line, 
are presented for anglee of attack throu& the lift stall at Mach 
numbers up to approxlmately'Q.9; -Comparisons are made between the 
chaqzctoristics of the modified airfoil and those of the NACA 66-210 
airfoil with a uniform-load type of mean camber line. . . 

'The t&t ~esul%a,i.ndicate.most of the characteristics of the 
modified $?AdA 66(log) -210 airfoil to be essenti+ly the same ae . 
those of- the,.kCA 66-2l0,(a I'l..O) &foil. T$o.especially cambered 
airfoil~e~fbl~s~slightly more favorable lift-.and drag-divergence 
characteristics, however, than the NACA,;66-?lO,(a = 1.01, airfoil, 

* the former having divergence Mach numbers approximately -0.01 higher 
than those of ,~e,latter ,~ftr.rnpst.o?:the useful lift-coefficient 
range., This~small difference roughly corres$onds to the difference 
in the critical s&eds of,the two airfoil sectiona. 

_ . . L 

IRTQODUbTION 

The principal objective in the design of airfoil sections for 
high-speed applications is tho realization of high force-divergence 
Mach nurtibors. For design purpose.4, however, the airfoil critical 
Mach number ia a more useful parameter than the force-divergence 
Mach number because it is directly under the control of the designer. 
There being a qualitative correspondence between the criticalMach 
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nwnbor and the lift- and drag-divergence Hack numbers of an airfoil, 
the highcr critical spcod airfoils having highor lift- and drag- 
divergence Mach numbers, offorts to evolve suitable airfoil 
sections for high speeds accordingiy have been concantrrrtcd on the 
dsvolopnt of airfoilqhaving high critical Mach numbers. Design 
methods have progressed sufficiently in this respect that for an 
airfoil section of given thicknoss+ord ratio.tho critical Mach 
number for any specified lift coefficient m&y be brought vary close 
to the maximum theoretically possible. In the design of airfoils 
for variousjzatitical appiications, of cowxro, mm0 compromises 

involve sacrifices i.r~.criticalapeed -. -- 
particular, the.design must be 

recovery near the trailing 
edge which will result in a practicable airfoil. Further, in 
general agplications, high critical speeds are desired over a range 
of lift: coefficients. This,objcctivc is accomplished at some 
oxponso to the highost critical Mach number by providing at tho 
design lift coefficient a fairly steep.gradient of falling pressures 
f*om the leading mdgo to the minimum pressurd position with a 
consoquontly decreased minimum pressure. The steeper pressm 
gradient permits, within limits, a vzriation in lift coefficient 
through changing the airf'oi,l incidence.without promoting a minimum 
pressure at any other than t&e design position with a consoquont 
reduction in critical speed. 

. 

. 

The distribution of the camber of an airfoil of given 
! thickness determines its critical Mach number at the design lift 

coefficient. For doeirable critical-speed characteristics the 
camber of an airfoil should.be so distributed as to allow tho 
design lift to be carried with the minimum possible reduction in 

i critical speed below that of thee-come,ppond&g symmetrical profile 

i 
!J4t zerci lift. Moreover,.:+& lift,.distribution should bo such E?B, to, _ ___ 
I -&tie the .&e&n lift.c~ffliciont near the middle .of the Lift- 

! L coefficient range over which the .hi&est c&itical Mach numbers are 
; ;i to.bo*obt&inecJ, 

__.__ __-.- ___.. .- 
Y$qJpg.qqq &&tree. M mean fmaar I#Lae was 

I jl devise&as a positive step in this direction for by distributing 
; ii ti~.d~si.@ llft;.unifomQ over the chord.of an airfoil, local 

. 

: ii induced velocity lnc~ents.were-Wzed.md honco the reduction 
" in dirfoil criticalsped below t&at of the.basic thickness form : I, 

: : 1 at zor6 lift waft3 s+Q. 
r i ; l'SS~C$, bwovor, 

,A.moro prpmising dovololpnent in this 
appears.to.bc an airfoil deeignod for zero load 

i : from the leading edgo to the position of minimum pressure with all .- 
its lift being carried From that point to the trailing edge. An 
airfoil cambored in this-manner.~uld have the same critical Mach 
number at the design lift coeff'ic1ont as the corresponding 

. ' 
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smtrical profile at zero lift and, Ett the same time, the range 
of lift coofficiont for high critical spmds tiould be uniqairod. 
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An Impcrtant disadvsntage associated with the rearward loading 
of an airfoil is the resultant lczge negative pitching moment. It 
would tfierofore appear to be adventcgeous from the standpoint of 
over-all. airfoil ch.arac.teristfcs to effect a compromise between the 
uniform ty9 of 1o~~Ung and,the exclusively rearward typi, of loading 
by distributin&& p&ion of the design lift uniformly over'the 
airfoil forward of the minimum pressure position and the remainder 
increasingly over the rear ~?art of the aJrfoi1 from the-minim 
pressure point to the traiflng edge. To invostigats expertientally 
the effoctivonoss of this method for obtaining more favorable 
critical-sped characteristics without seriously affecting the 
principal aerodynamic characteristics of an a-foil, tests of M 
NACA kories airfpil sectian (modified NACA 66(~og)-G!lO) csmbered 
in the manner just dbscribcd were conducted in the Ames &- 
by 33 -foot hi&+speod.wind tunnel. . 

The tosts were confined to measurements of the section- 
cha-racteristics of lift, drag, and pitching moment over a velocity 
range from 0.3 to appr.oxUatoly 0.3 Mach number. The aorodynaml-o 
characteristics which profoundly influence high-peed airplane 
performance were evaluated and compared with the corresponding 
characteristics for an NACA 66-210 airfoil section havir$ a unifom 
1oa.d type of mean cariber line. Mach numbers of lift and drag 
divergence rather than critical speeds were used as moasurea of 
aerodynamk performance at high epeods. 

SYMBOLS 

section drag coofflciont 

section lift coefficient 

design section lift coefficient 

section moment coefficient about qucrte-hord point 

airfoil chord 

Mach numbor 

free-stream velocity 
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V local velocity on the airfoil surface 

X dietanco along chord . i -- 

a angle of attack 

AIRF'OIL DERIVATION 

The airfoil-was derived from a combinaticn of an 
NACA 66(1og)-mo basic thickness form with a'modificd trailing- 
edge region and a camber distribution obtained as a combination 
of two basic NACA meen lines. The modification to the trailing 
edge consists of a straight-line fairing of a normal NACA 66(3.09)-010 
airfoil to givo a fin;tto~~li~~d-~..-t;h~ckno~d .z>ntinuously 
changing cuHtmr~i{ 80 pqcmt--chor~ forward to the 6>porcont 
chord point where the feirirq~ coincides with the original NACA ' 
profile. The mean camber line consists of tho superposition of 
m a = 0.6 mean line for a design lift- coefficient of -0.4.-upon 
an a = 1.0 msan line for a design lift coefficient of 0.6. The 
resultant complete-airfoil designation in,NACA notation is es 
follows: 

& =-1.0, Cz'i = 0.6. 
Modified BACA 66(1Og )-al0 

I Q = 0.6, ‘b%2L &- le, *.*.,,, c2i =-!I.4 

Ordinates of the modified air$oil &e given & table 1. 

A comparison of the shape of the modified NACA 66(109)-L210 
airfoil tugother with its corresponding theoretical pressure 
distribution at the design lift coefficient with the shape and 
pressure distribution at the same lift--coefficient for the 
NACA 6ti10 airfoil having a uniforx+load type (a = 1.0) of moan 
camber line is given in figure 1. 

It shoulhbe noted that, &i-though t&respective thicknees 
'distributions near the trailing edges of the two airfoils are 
different, unpublished data on file akthe Ames L&boratcLrry 
indicate no significant differences in-the cho.racteristics at 
high Mach nuxibers cf airfoils heving similar differences in 
trailing-ed~o-thiokness distributions. Any difforencos in 
chhracteristics, thGn, botwoen the modified NACA 66(lO3)+3,0. 
and the NACA 66410 airfoils can logically b.e attr$butcd to the 
difference in typ of camber. -. A+ 

i 

. 
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APPAR@US AND !PES'ps 

The tests were conducted in the Amen l- by'3&-foot high- . 
spood wind tunnel, a low-turbulence, twtiimensional-flow wind 
tunnel powered by two 10004orsepcwer motore. This power is * 
sufficient to obtain the choked-flow condition discussed in 
reference 1 with any size model. 

A &inch-chord model of the NACA 66(109)-210 airfoil with 
a modified thickness distribution and,mean camber line was 
constructed of duralumin for the investigation. The airfoil 
was mounted, as illustrated in figuro'.2, 80 as to span completely 
the l-foot width of the tunnel test Section. Rnd leakage was 
prevented, and two-dimensional flow thereby assured, through the 
use of sponge-rubber gasketa compreesed botweon the model ends and 
the tunnel side walls. ' 

Measurements of lift, drag, and quartewchord pitching mcmeqt 
were made simultaneously at Mach numbers from 0.3 to as high a8 
0.9 with the airfoil at angles of attack from -do to 16O by 
increments of 2O. This range of angles was'sufficient to encompass 
the lift stall up to Mach numbers of the order of 0.8. The Reynolds 
numbers varied from approximately 1 x 10s at the lowest speeds to 
approximately 2 ~106 at the maximum speeds of,the to&e.. 

Lift and pitching moments were determined by a method similar 
to that described in reference 2 from measurements of the reactions 
on the tunnel walls of forces experienced by the airfoil. Drag was 
determined from wake-stiey measurements made with a rake of total- 
head tubas. 

FESJLTS AND DISCUSSION ' 

Section lift, drag, end quarter-chordpitching*cznont coeffi- 
cients are preoented a8 functiona of Mach number at constant angles 
of attack in figures 3, 4., and 5, respectively, for the modified 
NACA 66(1og)+?lO~airfoil. :Corrosponding characteristics, obtained 
from earlier tests in the same wind tunnel, for the NACA 66-210. 
airfoil section with a uniform-load type.of mean camber line are 
ahown.in figures 6, 7, and 8 for comparison. All data have boen 
corrected for tunnel-wall interference by the methods of reference I.. 
The broken lines ir the cirfoib characteristic cum08 of figures 3 
to 10 are uBod to indicate that data obtained in the vicinity of the 
wind-tunnel choking Mach number are not considered reliable. 
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Lift Characteristics 
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The variation in section lift coofficiont with Mach nwribcr 
for the modified NACA 66(109j~iO~~IrfoIl is vary sirail~ to 
that for the NACA 6&1O‘pxfile. The corre.sponding cross glots 
(figs. 9 and 10, .rGspcctivoiy, for the.two airfoils) of the 
variation in section lift coefficient with &gle of attack for ' 
various Mach numbers indicates the modified,NACA 66(109)-2lO 
airfoil to bo appreciably different from the'NACA-66410 airfoil 
only in the magnitude of'the maximum lift qeffictent. rip to 
Mach numburs approaching 0,8, the'maximum lift coefficients for 
the modified airfoil are somcwhet lower than those for the 
NACA 66410 aii~foii. ... The variation in lift-curve slope with Mach 
number apTears in figure-13 to almost exactly par@el that for 
the NACA 66-210 airfoil. The variations with Mach number in the 
respective angles of zero lift for the two airfoils may be seen 
in figure l2to be virtually'the sam. 

The only significant difference in the suporcritical-speod 
lift characteristics of the modified NACA..66(109*)410 *and the 
NACA 66410 airfoils npmars fkm figure 13 toy110 in the lift- . 
divergence Mach numbers. The Mach number of lift divergoncs for ' 
a given angle of at&ck is defined as the lowest value of the 
Mach number correspond.ing to a inflaction point on the cwvo of 
lift coefficient as a function of Mach number.' For all pmitive 
lift coefficients the Mach tiumbors of 13% divcrgonce for the .- 
modified NACA.66(lCq)<lO airfoil exceed those for the NACA 66-210 
airfoil,, tho gain amounting to abouL 0.015 Mach ntibor for lift 
coefficients ranging from the design value of 0.2 to agproximateiy 
0.85. This increment is somewhat greater than thu difference 
bwrox. 0.01) in the cor~sponding,.ostlmatod critical speeds 
(taken from referonce 2) for the two sections. For negative lift 
cocfficionts, however, the divergence, characteristics for the two 
airfoils are seen ta-be rover&d, the normally cambered NACA 66-210 
airfoil having the higher divergence velocities. 

prag Cha&ctoristics 

Th.e drag characteristics of, the modified NACA 6G(3-~)-210 
airfoil fn gorieral do not diff& sensibly from those of : 
comparable normally cembered.airfoils.~ In figure lb the variation 
in section'drag coefficient with Mach nmbor..at zero incidence 
for the modified airfoil is seen to closqly parallel that for the 
NACA 66-210 airfoil. The Mach number of drag divorgenco is looeoly --. 
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defined-for present purposes as that value of Mach number at which 
the abrupt inc~~~~.~~oeffi~ent~,"wntaences. ~eyZiid?JiG drag- 
divergentie~ti~ number, however,. the modifiod NACA 66(109)--210 air- 
foil appears to hold a small advantage over the latter airfoil. 

For lift coefficients from 0.1 to 0.6, figure 13 shows the drag- 
divergence Mach numbers for,the modified aikfoil to be higher than 
those for the NACA 66-210 airfoil. Throughout most of this range 
the difference amounts to approximately 0.01 kch number and corre- 
sponds to the previously mentioned difference in the critical Mach 
numbers of the airfoils. As was noted in the case of lift diver- 
gence, the modified NACA 66(109)410 airfoil is'inferior to the 
NACA 66-21.0 airfoil in the matter of dr.ag divergence at negative 
lift coefficients. 

Pitching-Moment Characteristics 

The variation in section quarter-chord pitchingkmont cocffi- 
ciont with Mach number, shown in figure 5 for the modified 
NACA 66(109)-210 airfoil, resembles that illustrated in figure 8 
for the NACA 66-210 section. Figure 15 depicts the behavior of' 
'pitching+oment coofficiont with Mach numbor at the design lift 
coefficient for both airfoils. The value of "the pitchingaonent 
coefficient baforo divergence is, as would be erpoctod, 'inoro 
negative for the rearward loaded airfoil than for a similar airfoil 
with a unifomload type (a = 1.0) of camber line. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the results of two-dimensional high-speed wind-tunnel 
tests of a modified NACA 66(109)+~10 airfoil with a mean camber 
line d.esigned to give critical speeds higher than those attainable 
with the uniform--load moan line, the following conclusions are 
drawn: 

1. The Mach numbers of lift divergence for the modified 
NACA 66(~09)--21.0 airfoil over most of the positive lift coeffi- 
cient range are higher than the divergence Mach numbers for the 
NACA 66-210 airfoil with uniform-load type of camber by an amount 
(approximately 0.015 Mach number) roughly corresponding to the 
differonce in the critical Mach numbers of the two airfoil sections. 
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2. The characteristics of lfft-xrvo slope and zero-lift 
incidence for the modified NACA 66(103)-210 airfoil and fcxr 
the NACA 66-210 (a = 1.0) nirfoil a,revirtually t;fio scuile. 

3. The drag-&Lvergence Mach numbore for the modified . 
NACA 66(103)~10 airfoil. are higher than those for tho 
NACA 66-210 (a s 1.0) airfoil over a I&mite8 llft-coefficiont 
range by.an e.Uount equal -to the diffGrenCe (O.OZ. Mach number) 
in the criticalMach numbers of tho'two profiles. 

4. Pitching+xcznent coefficients are.more negative ior ths 
modified NACA 66(1o9)+10 airfoil than those forthe NACA 
G6-210 (a = 1.0) airfoil; the respective variations in'thls 
parameter with Mach number for the two sdc-klone are simKLcr, . 
howover. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee kr Aeronautics, 

Moffott Field, Calif. , July 1947 
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L?, = 1.0, -1 = 0.6 
TABLE i.- MC~DD?IED WiCA &(J.-JJ )-4X0 

a = 0.6, =zi =-o.4 

[Stations and ordinates in percent of airfdil chord1 

T Upper Surface I Lower Surface . : 

i Station i Ordirmto i Station Ordixato : 

0 I ;4y4 : 
.z2 ; 

1.220 
2.468 
4.968 
7.469 
9*971- 

14.975 . 
19.979 
24.983 
.29.985 
34.986 
39.985 
44. g8o 
49.972 
54.955 
59.914 
64.886 

I 

69.901 1 
74.934 j 
79.972 
85.003 
go.038 
95.049 

100.022 

0 
l 783 
,944 

1.187 
1.590 
2.205 
?.687 
3.095 
3.752' 
4.251 
4.634 
4.95 
5.135 

5.333 
5.265 
5.131 
4.891 
4.530 
4.059 
3.510 
2.ga 
2.m 
1.326 

-077 

i 0 
.526 

t 
.778 

1.280 ! 2.532 
i 5.032 
I 10.023 15.025 7.531 

i 20.021 

I 25.017 30.015 
i 35.014 

I 40.015 45.020 

f g-2; 60:086 
65.114 
7o*o99 

I 75.066 
I 80.028 
i 89.962 04.991 

I 94.951 

I 99.9@ 

I 

0 
-.743 
-.888 

-1.101 
-1.450 
-1,973 
~~-38.7 
4.741 
-3. $10 

~~~~ 
-4: 349 
-4.527 
-y3; 

-4:611 
-4.471 
-4.209 
-3.732 
-3.102 
-2.393 
-1.690 
-1.039 

-. 490 
-. ogo 
-* 077 

8 
I 
1 
i 
i 
! i I 1 
I I 
i 

I 
i 

I 
i 

I 

i Leading-edge radius: 0.650 I IT 
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Figure 2.- Airfoil model mounted in the test section of the 
Ames l- by 3-l/2 foot high-speed wind tunnel. 
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